
Nanomist Bath does not require whole body immersion to experience
a warm bath. Much lower stress on your heart compared to
whole body immersion bath or sauna.

2 .
Portable and mobile.
Easy to set up next to the bed.

3 .
Less preparation time for caregiver. 
Save water as one person only requires 300ml of water.

For  users  使用者
1.　Just sit and enjoy, let 38~42℃ of Nanomist Bath clean the body
2.　Sweat only, no water dripping after bath, avoid creating slipping hazard
3.　Gentle on the heart, less stressful compared to whole body immersion bath
4.　Skin moisturizing and warming effect lasts for hours
5.　Promote blood circulation and metabolism

1.　Save time attending a patient compared to whole body immersion bath
2.　Move bath to patient, reduce lifting and transferring
3.　No permanent installations required, plug-and-play design
4.　Easy to store

For  caregivers  照顧者

For faci l i t ies  設施/機構團體
1.　No permanent installations required, plug-and-play design
2.　Less preparation and attention time relieve labour stress and reduce cost
3.　Low water consumption 1.8L per hour
4.　As little as 300ml of water per bath*

Nanomist Bath 納米霧化浴

Safe

Easy Save

Safe to use 安全

Easy to use 易用

Save resources 節省
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ベッドタイプ　Bed Type　躺下式
Dimension

Weight
Mist Generator
Feature

　　　　　　
W830 x D2420 x H1470 (Opened)
W830 x D735 x H1470 (Closed)
80kg + Mist Generator
External
Foldable
Caster base

Product Line-up 產品系列

フットスパ　Foot Spa　足浴器
Dimension
Weight
Mist Generator
Feature

　　　　　　
W1865 x D960 x H740
120kg
Internal
Wheelchair suitable
Up to 4 users
Large Table

ヘッドスパ　Head Spa　納米洗髮機
Dimension
Weight
Power
Water
Capacity
Droplet Size
Feature

　　　　　　
W370 x D250 x H500
20kg
600W
0.8~1.5L/min
3L
300~500nm
Size of a luggage
Just fill in hot water to use

* Recommended operating temperature: Ambient 23~28℃
* If operating below ambient 23℃, preheating will take longer to reach 38~42℃

Mist  Generator  Specifications　霧化器規格
Weight
Power Consumption
Water Consumption
Capacity
OP Duration
Temperature Range
Droplet Size

10kg
600~1200W
28~30ml/min
2L
55mins (~5 users per OP)
38~42℃
300~500nm

佳 澤 科 技 有 限 公 司
D e l t a  P y r a m a x  C o . ,  L t d .

香港九龍灣啟祥道22號開達大廈3樓A室
3/F Unit A, Kader Building, 22 Kai Cheung 
Road, Kowloon Bay, Hong Kong.

Tel:  (852) 2511 2118
Fax:  (852) 2507 5078
Email:  sales@dpx.hk

キャビン　Cabin　小屋
Dimension
Weight
Mist Generator
Feature

　　　　　　
W820 x D1130 x H1520
27kg + Mist Generator
External
Barrier-free design
Easy-to-assemble

2WAY　輕便帳篷
Dimension
Weight
Mist Generator
Feature

　　　　　　
W800 x D1100 x H1500
18kg + Mist Generator
External
Barrier-free design
Foldable

*Based on recommended 10mins per use
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NANO MIST BATH

キャビン
CABIN 小屋

 Barrier-free
無障礙

Easy-to-use Walk-in Cabin
方便出入的「小屋」

①

②

⑥

⑤

⑦

④

③

7 part assembly

Sit, relax
and enjoy

Talk thru
window

Easy to 
assemble

坐下
休息

通話
窗口

容易
安裝

Developed in collaboration with University of Osaka Prefecture

Retrofit into your facility
Easy-to-assemble, no permanent installations

Front door barrier free design allow all users to move in and out of bath easily.
Easy-to-assemble parts to retrofit this cabin anytime into your facility.
Place anywhere with power source and it’s ready to use.

NANO MIST

Fold and
store

Convert to
shoulder
cover

Suitable for
different

sizes

Whole 
body bath

Optional
thermal
cover

整體
入浴

可轉換
把頭伸出

折疊式
方便収納

適合
不同身材

可選的
保溫套

2WAY
輕便帳篷
Barrier-free

無障礙

NANO MIST BATH

Foldable Convertible Tent

Barrier-free design,
made easy for caregivers

Bring the bath to the bed
Foldable, easy to store and move
Developed in collaboration with University of Osaka Prefecture
Back door entry barrier free design allow caregiver to easily move wheelchair persons in and out of bath.
An easy-to-setup shield allow caregiver to convert between whole body or body only bath.
Transparent front view window makes it feel less claustrophobic.
Side windows can be opened when shoulder cover’s in use, allowing user to breath easier and to communicate with caregiver. 

「輕便帳篷」，兩種用法



NANO MIST BATH

No instal lat ion
無需安裝 - Plug-and-play 容易操作 - Easy to prepare and clean up

Easy to operate

Party of  4
四人用 - Social  t ime 適合輪椅 - Easy to handle

Wheelchair  f r iendly

Enjoy Nanomist Bath in the form of a Foot Spa. Designed to be shared by 4 people, that is wheelchair friendly.
“Foot is our second heart,” just by warming your feet bring you great health benefits such as improved blood
circulation, metabolism as well as keep your body warm for hours in cold environments.

*Older model in photo
照片中是舊款

Case in Japan 日本使用個案
Cypress

drainboard
inside

Zipper to
enclose feet

拉鍊
封閉雙脚

内置檜木
排水板

A Foot Spa for everyone

フットスパ
Foot spa

足浴

A heartwarming
spa experience由脚暖入心ヘッドスパ

Head spa
洗髮

NANO MIST BATH Hair and scalp deep cleaning
深層清潔頭皮及髮根

Droplet size
of conventional
showerhead

Rinsed off
by mist

Sebum on scalp

How does it clean your hair? 如何清潔頭皮?

No shampoo needed
無需洗髮素 - Cleans hair  even without shampoo

Save t ime
節省時間 - 1~2mins per  wash

Easy set  up
簡單易用 - Move shower to bed,  plug and use
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Blood pressure before and after use

Before use ２mins ４mins ６mins ８mins After use
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Drizzle
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300~1000μm

Rain
1mm >

1mm/1000=1μm（micrometer）1mm/1000=1nm（nanometer）

New sweat

Nano-
Mist

Increasing temperature

Dirt such as Sebum

New sweat begins to
emulsify with dirt

A bath that does not require whole body immersion into warm water to enjoy one. It keeps the internal temperature 
between 38-42℃, significantly lower than dry sauna. This puts minimal stress on the users’ heart while allowing the
user to relax both physically and mentally.

Moisturize skin and warms body for hours. Promote blood circulation and metabolism. The fine water particles 
wrap the whole body from the core, cleaning the body and keeping it warm.

Most of the dirt on the body becomes sticky and emits odour as sweat and sebum come into contact with 
oxygen and oxidize. The moment you sweat, no stickiness or odour will be created right away.
Nanomist Bath increase body temperature which encourage users to sweat. Sweat formed emulsifies
with sebum, and the emulsified sweat is then rinsed off by Nanomist that is small enough to enter 
skin pores.

Therefore, just by sweating and wiping your body using Nanomist Bath gives you a cleansing effect. 
Your skin will have a clean and soothing feeling you have never experienced before.

How does it clean your skin? 納米霧如何清潔肌膚?

BRING BATH TO BED - Falls are the principal cause of injury (50%) in older people which could result in 
serious injuries and factures*. Slippery floors are a hazard, by bringing the bath close to the user 
completely avoids accessing slippery environment.

LESS WET - Nanomist Bath uses 28-30ml/min in a form of mist within a contained space. It leaves 
no puddles of water on the floor when the user exits the bath. 

SWEAT ONLY - Nanomist Bath cleans the user through sweating. The user will not exit the bath wet, 
avoiding dripping water onto the floor creating slipping hazard.

CAREGIVER OSH - Bringing the bath to the user greatly reduces the number and effort for lifting 
and transferring, reducing risks for both user and caregiver.

The above graph shows the change in blood pressure before and after use of Nanomist bath.
The average blood pressure before using Nanomist Bath is 104.47/70.30mmHg. 
The average blood pressure after using Nanomist Bath is 105.13/67.7mmHg.
So there is no significant changes in blood pressure was found using Nanomist Bath.
The average heart rate before using Nanomist Bath is 76.33bpm.
The average heart rate after using Nanomist Bath is 77.17bpm.
So there is no significant changes in heart rate was found using Nanomist Bath.

No changes in blood pressure before & after

Reducing risks

2

1 No changes in blood pressure 血壓不受影響

A new way to bath 入浴新體驗 Safety of Nanomist Bath 安全性

Steam Small Droplet Water Droplet

What is Nanomist? 什麽是納米霧?

Avoid risks of falling 避免地面濕滑跌倒

(Research from University of Osaka Prefecture)

Nanomist gets into pores
and rinses it out and away

(*CHP NCD Watch Nov 2013)
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